We may therefore assume that if, when dreaming, we have the power of painting scenes marvellously striking or exquisitely beautiful, these cannot be regarded as induced by organic impressions, but by the inherent power of the soul, which dimly perceives its own vast capacity and sublime destiny. And, al- though the immortal mind may seemingly be affected by a fever, or disturbed by a debauch, inducing particular dreaming tendencies, yet the very visions are so different from matter-of-fact occurrences, that, instead of furnishing arguments damaging the sublime and independent functions of the soul, it seems to us to render this independence rather more a matter of certainty than as being anything of a speculative character.
In a word, we regard the fact as established, that dreams merely indicate certain disturbed conditions of the organic instruments of the mental faculties, through which the soul manifests its power and capacity; and by which it is capable of taking cognizance of the outer world; but even under such conditions it can excogitate, and create new and unknown states, and therefore it furnishes the strongest evidence that it has an independent existence.
After these preliminary remarks, we will submit some curious ?dreams, to show that particular kinds of food may have a special tendency to suggest the rude material of the nocturnal vision.
The first time we entertained this view of the subject was in consequence of the following incident:?
A gentleman who was not in the habit of eating supper was in<dueed to partake of some riclily-stewed halibut, as that fish was a favourite kind with him. On his return to his house he read for two hours a very interesting essay, so that it was past one o'clock before he retired to rest. " To rest the body (as he said), but not the mind."
For, although he fell into a sort of slumber, his busy thoughts were occupied by the subject of man's abstract rights and political wrongs. After this almost waking-dream, for it referred to his previous reading, his tired We also had the information that he had been unable to take his dinner, and he had therefore taken tea at the house of a friend and patient, a foreign gentleman, who ordered up some fine slices of fried salmon, and after satisfying his visitor on this solid fare, there came some rich smoked salmon; the latter, he said, was so very rich and fat, that it seemed to melt in the mouth, so that he said these rare luxuries tempted him to eat a heartier meal than was judicious. 
